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A great business opportunity in music electronics (!) 

Welcome to the Vento Project. It is about NEW products (and related Internet portal) in music 
electronics. Vento is solid; 26-year background; endless quest for innovative music-making concepts. 

 The Musical Computer - TMC - is essentially a tablet computer - but it is based on a large TV-size 
32’ multi-touch display 

 The Foot Pedal Board - is the unique pedal board controller for the TMC - for your feet to play 

 The TMC is a musical instrument AND a complete music making machine, all in one 

 The TMC is THE ONLY product the modern musician will need to buy… to create/play/produce 
entire songs at home or in the studio 

 The TMC replaces ALL traditional instruments. You don’t need to learn/play piano, guitar, 
drums, or anything else; you learn/play the TMC instead 

 The TMC is a virtual device; your fingers play onscreen; you play 
o all sorts of musical instruments, all sorts of sounds 
o all kinds of music making machines - all types of hardware or software systems 
o LIVE music creation/notation/generation - musical sequencer REDEFINED! 

 The TMC is a multitrack mixer, recorder, player, studio gear - music production complete 

Since the NEW touch instruments are easy to play, ANY music lover, not just the pro-musician, is able to 
perform songs well. You can play ALL instrumental parts, as well as the singing melody. Yes, vocals too. 
You can do it all yourself… The TMC is a unique and fantastic SONGS MAKING instrument (!) 

Everything is TOUCH, everything is NEW and EXCITING. You work with special musical objects directly 
and interactively onscreen. Breakthrough technology; new concepts; innovation after innovation… 

 I am a freelance product developer who currently lives in Germany. I can work in this country or 
anywhere else in the world; let us turn this project into reality 

 I cannot afford to continue developing this project all by myself; it is time to work together; 
prototype, U.S. patent, demo videos, inventive material (technical descriptions and drawings) 
are readily available 

 The “first round” investment should cover “first round” software development efforts; produce 
a basic PROTOTYPE; this might cost us $20, 25, 30, thousand dollars to achieve 

 After that… when we all see the TMC in action, the “jaw-dropping effect” will surely take place: 
“Wow, what an awesome product this is; a real winner!” 

 At that point, the Vento enterprise will really get started… with total confidence 

Just take a look into the Vento Project website; it is all there; please go-visit 

http://ventoproject.weebly.com 

 

The Musical Computer, the SONGS MAKING instrument 

The TMC is the future of music making 


